▸ Figure EV1 . BAM3-CLE45 control experiments and bam3 alleles.
A Transient expression of BAM3 wild-type or mutant BAM3 QYY CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence) in tobacco leaf epidermal cells, under control of a constitutive promoter (confocal microscopy). B
Close-up of developing protophloem sieve element cell files expressing BAM3 wild-type or mutant BAM3 QYY CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence). C, D Primary root length of 7-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes on mock or CLE45 media, several independent lines per transgene construct are shown.
Differences as compared to mock are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student's t-test); *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; mean AE s.e.m. E Transphosphorylation kinase assays with purified BAM3 kinase domain (BAM3-KD) or SERK1 kinase domain (SERK1-KD) as well as kinase dead point mutant versions (mBAM3-KD & mSERK1-KD) alone and in combination. A, B Structural superposition of HAESA-IDA-SERK1 (PDB-ID 5IYX, HAESA in light blue, IDA in dark blue, and SERK1 in cyan) (Santiago et al [30] ) with a PXY-CLE41/44-SERK2 complex (PDB-ID 5GQR, PXY in gold, IDA in yellow, and SERK2 in orange) (Zhang et al [45] ). The complexes closely align with an r.m.s.d. of 2.3 Å comparing 770 C a atoms.
